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Fixings 8/20/14 Month Average 1 Year Moving Average
London AM Gold 1294.50 1302.382 1296.305
London PM Gold 1295.00 1301.482 1298.054
London Silver 1942.00 1993.500 2060.694
London AM Platinum 1432.00 1462.357 1438.227
London PM Platinum 1428.00 1459.071 1438.882
London AM Palladium 870.00 871.357 771.745
London PM Palladium 868.00 870.357 772.891
Handy & Harman Silver 1951.00 1988.500 2063.888
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NY Exchange Trading Open High Low Close Change EFP
COMEX December Gold 1297.20 1299.00 1293.40 1295.20 -1.50 80/100
COMEX December Silver 19.490 19.650 19.530 19.567 0.091 350/450
NYMEX October Platinum 1439.50 1434.20 1429.00 1429.20 -10.30 125/225
NYMEX December Palladium 882.95 874.00 866.40 869.35 -12.25 25/125  

 

         

Platinum loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time) -1/+1
Palladium loco US sponge vs. Europe ingot switch (indication at 1330 NY time) 0/4       

 

                     

Dollar / Yen 103.37 Aus/US 0.931
Euro / Dollar 1.3287 Dollar/Rand 10.6973

NYMEX Crude 95.34 NYMEX RBOB 2.7053

Related Markets at NY Metals Floor Close (1330 PM NY Time)

 
 
        

  
 

 
Day 2 

The rush to the exits continues in the palladium market.  All things 
being equal, although the end result looks rather messy the selling is 
actually not as chaotic as would be expected.  For the optimists out 
there, today was close enough for hand grenades or horseshoes for a 
62% retracement of the run up from August 6, and the nice 45 degree 
up trend is still intact.  Anyone else up for a DCB? 
Platinum could not get any love, even in the face of a mine shutdown 
for safety reasons in Zimbabwe. The supply concerns are just not 
there.  The recent buyers in rhodium are also on the side lines today, 
most likely just showing some deserved reservation in their 
bullishness for now.   
Gold is still stuck in a relatively tight range, and the excuse for 
today’s inactivity is the wait for the FOMC minutes later and 
whatever Yellenke is going to say out in Jackson Hole.  The Fed could 
come up with some kind of re-evaluation of the labor market, possibly 
changing their focus from the unemployment rate to some sort of 
improvement in the labor participation rate or some other malleable 
barometer that can justify keeping rates at zero until the election.   


